Asia Overview

Asian cyberspace is the setting for a diverse range of information controls, contestations, and resistance. Governments across the region struggle to balance the rapid
growth of information communication technologies (ICTs) with their concerns over
social stability, national security, and cultural values. These tensions manifest themselves differently according to each state’s context. The region is home to some of the
least connected countries, such as Burma, and burgeoning ICT markets such as China
and India. The spectrum of information controls across the region varies as well, with
some of the world’s strictest regimes of information control on one end and relatively
unfettered communication environments on the other.
The continued growth of Internet connectivity in Asia, particularly in the mobile
realm, has occurred alongside a growth in states’ ability to monitor and control the
flow of information. Countries such as Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Malaysia have seen
dramatic increases in connectivity rates and mobile telephone ownership. However,
as connectivity grows, so does the legal, regulatory, and technical capacity for states
to monitor it. Both democratic and authoritarian states alike have expanded the scope
of content that is considered illegal and have increased mechanisms to control it.
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These have taken the form of centralized filtering mechanisms, increased power for
regulators to monitor and censor content, and the prosecution of violators of content
dissemination laws.
In 2009–2010, the OpenNet Initiative (ONI) conducted in-country testing of Internet filtering in Bangladesh, Burma, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, the
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam. Testing results remain
largely consistent with 2007–2008 findings and show that a spectrum of information
filtering continues across Asian countries. Burma, China, and Vietnam maintain the
most pervasive regimes of Internet filtering in the region, primarily targeting independent media and content related to politically sensitive issues, human rights, and
political reform. On the other end of the spectrum, Singapore continues to symbolically block a limited number of pornography Web sites.
Filtering in South Korea and India focuses primarily on content related to national
security and conflict issues—with South Korean Internet service providers (ISPs) extensively targeting online content related to North Korea and India targeting topics of
Hindu extremism. Pakistan also focuses on blocking issues deemed sensitive to national
security such as the Balochi conflict and independence movement, as well as religious
content deemed blasphemous. Although previous ONI testing found no evidence of
Internet filtering in Indonesia, recent testing revealed that ISPs are substantially filtering online pornography and selectively targeting political, blasphemous, and Internettool-related content. In Thailand filtering primarily concentrates on political content
in reaction to sensitive events such as the 2009 political unrest that gripped the
country. OpenNet Initiative testing found no evidence of Internet filtering in Bangladesh, Malaysia, or the Philippines.
Internet in Asia
Asia is home to one of the most connected countries in the world, and some of the
least connected. In recent years, the region has seen tremendous growth, with several
states identifying ICT growth as an integral part of their socioeconomic development.
The mobile sector in particular has grown exponentially—an important development
in countries with relatively underdeveloped fixed telecommunications infrastructure.
In some countries, fixed infrastructure development has stagnated, eclipsed by the
rapid rollout of mobile connectivity.
South Korea remains a world leader in Internet connectivity with one of the highest
penetration rates and data transfer speeds in the world.1 South Korea has penetration
rates exceeding 81 percent2 and an average broadband connection speed of 17 Mbps,
the highest in the world and more than double the rate of second-ranked Hong Kong.3
While not as high as South Korea, Malaysia also has a relatively substantial Internet
penetration rate of 55.9 percent4 and, like many in the region, a rapidly growing
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mobile sector. Malaysia’s mobile penetration rate in 2009 was 106 percent, with 21
percent of subscribers using 3G technologies.5 Vietnam has seen strong growth in both
fixed and mobile connectivity, with broadband subscription rates growing at more
than 40 percent annually6 for the past two years and mobile penetration rates estimated to exceed 140 percent by the end of 2010.7
China remains one of the most significant examples of the growth of the Internet
in Asia. Although its penetration rate is relatively modest at 28.9 percent, its total of
almost 390 million Internet users in 2009 makes it the largest Internet population in
the world.8 Much like its neighbors in the region, China has experienced a dramatic
growth in the mobile telephone sector. From having less than 100 million mobile
phones in 2000, the country is estimated to approach one billion phones by the end
of 2011.9 The gap between urban and rural connectivity rates mirrors that of some of
its neighbors. A 2008 initiative by the Ministry of Information and Industry sought
to narrow this gap, extending broadband services to 92 percent of rural townships.10
Despite improving the number of rural users to over 100 million by 2009, low incomes
and lack of access make Internet connectivity still a luxury for many.11
In contrast, Burma remains one of the least connected countries on record, with
government restrictions, slow connection speeds, and prohibitive costs contributing
to a penetration rate of only 0.2 percent.12 Fixed broadband subscriptions numbered
roughly 15,000, representing a penetration rate of 0.03 percent.13 In Bangladesh, similarly, the government has launched initiatives to expand the ICT sector as a means of
driving socioeconomic development, but access remains relatively limited.14 Penetration rates are below 0.4 percent of the population, and the fixed broadband subscription rate is 0.03 percent.15 Despite this low level of fixed Internet access, the mobile
market is growing rapidly, with a 37 percent penetration rate.16
Although India’s penetration rate is low at just over 5 percent,17 the country is
experiencing a surge in mobile access. From roughly 10 million subscribers in 2002,
the mobile market is expected to exceed 750 million by 2011.18 Pakistan has seen a
similar boom in its mobile and wireless market. While overall Internet penetration
rate is only 11.3 percent,19 mobile penetration exceeds 60 percent.20 Pakistan was also
home to the world’s first countrywide deployment of the next-generation wireless
technology, WiMAX.21
The case of Indonesia demonstrates the contribution that mobile technology can
make in an environment with expensive and limited fixed connectivity. Given that
the monthly cost for fixed broadband can be more than five times that of mobile
access, subscription rates for fixed broadband are below 1 percent.22 Growth of mobile
subscriptions, however, was expected to exceed 20 percent in 2010, leading to more
than three-quarters of the population having a mobile phone.23 Thailand has similarly seen the number of mobile subscriptions more than double between 2004 and
2009.24
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Legal and Regulatory Framework
The regulatory and legislative capacity of states to filter content and prosecute individuals for online content has steadily grown. Many states in the region have increased
monitoring of content, expanded the range of content deemed unacceptable, and
prosecuted more individuals for violating content rules. This trend has not been
limited to authoritarian states in the region; democracies such as India and South
Korea have also expanded their capacities to regulate content.
Efforts undertaken by Asian states to expand the legislative, regulatory, and technical capacities for Internet filtering include the creation of new groups tasked with
monitoring content, new powers for existing groups to block content deemed illegal,
and expansion of governments’ capacity to control filtering mechanisms. In October
2009 the Indian Parliament passed an amendment to the Information Technology
Act, expanding the powers of the central government to block Web sites considered
a threat to national security or public order.25 This amendment also expanded the
mandate of the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-IN) to coordinate
all cyber security issues and to enhance cyber protection.26 The Pakistan Telecommunication Authority has proposed that they be given access to a centralized filter to
more effectively block Web sites containing offensive content rather than relying on
orders to individual ISPs.27 Similarly, the Indonesian Ministry of Communication and
Information Technology began drafting a bill that includes plans for a monitoring
team tasked with ordering ISPs to block content deemed illegal.28 Thailand has seen
already-existing legislation applied more frequently. Since the 2007 passage of the
Computer-Related Offenses Act, the number of orders to shut down Web sites has
steadily increased. While only two URLs were ordered blocked in the year the bill was
passed, nearly 44,000 were ordered blocked in 2009.29 In 2010 the Chinese government amended the 1988 State Secrets law to include all ICT companies operating in
the country, requiring them to cooperate with the state in cases where state secrets
are allegedly leaked online.30 The regulations would require companies to block the
distribution of such information and disclose records to state security organs.31
Many governments have expanded rules that prohibit content deemed libelous,
hateful, blasphemous, or causing insult to religious or other social groups. This type
of legislation was instituted in Bangladesh during the period of emergency rule and
has remained in place since. The Emergency Power Rules established in 2007 forbid
the use of the Internet to publish “provocative” material, primarily aimed at content
critical of the ruling government or army.32 However, since the end of emergency rule,
the Information Communication and Technologies Act still prohibits content that is
“false and vulgar” or that “may harm religious feelings,” among other restrictions.33
A bill drafted in late 2010 sought to extend punishment for crimes related to distribution of pornography online.34 Indonesia has similar prohibitions against defamation
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in its Electronic Information and Transaction Law, which was unsuccessfully challenged in the Constitutional Court by a group of bloggers and media rights advocates.35 Other sections of the same law prohibit dissemination of information intended
to invoke hatred or hostility toward groups based on race, ethnicity, or religion, which
caused the law to be invoked during the controversial “Everybody Draw Mohammed
Day.”36 Controversy over the release of Indonesian celebrity sex videos led to a crackdown on pornographic Web sites and the government introducing the Trust Positive
keyword-filtering system.37 Pakistan has strict antiblasphemy laws, and the Supreme
Court has ordered the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority to block access to Web
sites with blasphemous content.38
This type of legislation is not unique to the authoritarian regimes of the region.
South Korea’s Telecommunications Business Act forbids communications that “harm
the public peace and order or social morals and good customs.”39 Malaysia’s Communications and Multimedia Act prohibits content deemed “indecent, obscene, false,
menacing or offensive in character,” with violators risking fines and jail time.40 Filtering and takedown notices in Thailand also focus heavily on content deemed offensive,
with the country’s lèse-majesté laws targeting any negative remarks aimed at the
monarchy. Combating this type of speech online has been deemed the top priority of
Thailand’s Ministry of Information and Technology.41 More than three-quarters of the
75,000 orders blocking Web sites since the introduction of Thailand’s ComputerRelated Offenses Act in 2007 have been based on lèse-majesté laws.42
Alongside this increase in legislative and regulatory capacity has come the arrest of
bloggers for content deemed politically sensitive, libelous, or against the public order.
In Malaysia, numerous individuals have been charged for content posted online,
including alleged insults to the monarchy43 and the posting of a satirical article about
the state power company.44 In Bangladesh there have been several raids on television
stations and newspapers critical of state officials, and journalists have been arrested
for defaming the ruling government.45
Similarly, in South Korea individuals have been charged or investigated for posting
online content identified as rumors, defamation, or misinformation. Online discussion
following the sinking of a South Korean warship and the shelling of a South Korean
island led to the arrest of several individuals charged with spreading “groundless
rumors.”46 However, a December 2010 Constitutional Court ruling in the country may
affect how such prosecutions are handled in the future. Following the acquittal of the
blogger known as Minerva, the court ruled that the law under which bloggers had
been prosecuted violated freedom of speech as guaranteed in the constitution.47
Numerous bloggers in China have also been imprisoned for posting content deemed
controversial or politically sensitive. For example, a Twitter user was arrested for retweeting a sarcastic message about the recent naval conflict with Japan,48 while an activist
for families affected by the milk scandal was imprisoned for two and a half years.49
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Internet Filtering
A spectrum of Internet filtering is found in Asia, ranging from some of the most pervasive censors of the Internet to relatively unfettered access. China and Burma rank
among the most severe censors anywhere in the world. In these states, content related
to opposition political movements, human rights, and pornography is widely blocked.
While the scope and breadth of this blocking may not be found throughout the region,
many other countries block similar content. For example, opposition political movements in Thailand and Vietnam are blocked, while Web sites deemed a threat to
national security in South Korea and India are targeted. For some states, social content
is the focus, with Indonesia and Pakistan concentrating their blocking on Web sites
deemed offensive to religious values. Bangladesh, Malaysia, and the Philippines do
not have systematic regimes of technical Internet filtering. However, Bangladesh in
two separate incidents in 2010 blocked YouTube for hosting politically sensitive
content50 and Facebook for content deemed blasphemous.51 In 2008, TMNet, a major
ISP in Malaysia, performed a DNS block on the controversial Web site Malaysia Today
following pressures from the government.52
There have been increasing challenges to the accessibility of online content from
a variety of sources. Google had a highly public conflict with the government of China
that culminated with the company refusing to continue censoring search results in
the country.53 Research in Motion (RIM) pushed back against India’s efforts to gain
access to the encrypted communications of BlackBerry users,54 although it complied
with requests from the Indonesian government to block pornography on the devices.55
Popular sites such as Facebook, YouTube, Flickr, and Wikipedia have all experienced
some degree of control in South Korea, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and China. A December
2010 ruling by the Korean Communications Commission found that Facebook was in
violation of the country’s laws protecting personal information.56 Responding to an
online campaign to post drawings of the Prophet Mohammad in May 2010, the Pakistani government ordered ISPs to block access to Facebook for a month.57 The campaign drew a similar response in Bangladesh, where the Telecommunications Regulatory
Commission temporarily blocked Facebook until the site removed the offending
images.58 YouTube was targeted in Indonesia and Pakistan following the posting of a
controversial film by Dutch lawmaker Geert Wilders.59 The Web site was also blocked
in Bangladesh “in the national interest” after video was posted of a contentious
meeting between the prime minister and army officers.60
The blocking of such sites can be selective. OpenNet Initiative testing shows that
South Korea has blocked the Twitter feed of the North Korean government, although
North Korea’s YouTube and Facebook pages were still accessible. In China, ONI testing
in 2009 and 2010 found that the ISP CNLink had completely blocked Facebook and
Twitter. Filtering practices have also extended to the mobile realm, with several
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countries challenging the accessibility of content on BlackBerry devices. Research in
Motion agreed to implement a content-filtering system in Indonesia to ensure compliance with the country’s antipornography laws.61 Similarly, BlackBerry users in Pakistan
reportedly found content inaccessible as the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority
ordered blasphemous material blocked.62
The practice of “just-in-time” blocking has also been prevalent in the region. During
anniversaries of highly sensitive events, such as the 60th anniversary of the founding
of the People’s Republic of China, the 50th anniversary of the Tibet Uprising, and the
20th anniversary of the Tiananmen Massacre, China has seen increases in the level of
blocking.63 Thailand also experienced an increase in blocking during the 2010 red shirt
demonstrations. Following the introduction of a state of emergency in April 2010, the
government introduced strict measures to control the media, including Internet
content, particularly content related to opposition parties or sympathetic to protesters.
OpenNet Initiative testing confirmed that Thai ISPs targeted a selection of the 36 Web
sites ordered blocked by the government during this period.64
Filtering is often not applied consistently within countries. Different ISPs sometimes filter different content, or do not filter content at all times. For example, ONI
testing in Thailand found that filtering between the two tested ISPs, TRUE and TOTNET,
was inconsistent, with neither provider blocking all the sites on the government block
list. Internet service providers tested in Indonesia showed a similar lack of uniformity,
with blocked content differing across providers. While there were some variations in
the number of sites filtered by ISPs in countries such as Pakistan and India, the content
was similar in nature. Providers tested in Burma showed a distinct difference in the
precision of their filtering—testing results showed that Myanmar Post and Telecommunication (MPT) blocked specific pages while Yatanarpon Teleport (or Myanmar
Teleport, formerly known as Bagan Cybertech) often blocked entire domains. Filtering
has also been intermittent in countries such as Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Thailand
where censorship occurs in response to a crisis or controversy.
The degree of transparency about blocking that users experience also varies between
countries. China’s system of IP blocking combined with keyword filtering, which is
unique in the world, can resemble network problems. When accessing a blocked site,
users receive a network-timeout error page, leaving them uncertain about whether
content is in fact blocked. Other countries, including South Korea and some Indonesian ISPs, explicitly inform users that the content they are trying to access is blocked
by government order.
Surveillance
Internet service providers in Asia are increasingly required to monitor their users’
access and retain information about their usage. This practice can be seen most
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prominently in Burma. Burmese Internet café owners are required to take screenshots
of Web sites being visited.65 Other countries, including China and Thailand, require
Internet cafés to retain patron information and data usage records.
Surveillance has also extended into the mobile realm. The government of India
confronted RIM over access to encrypted messages on BlackBerry devices, presenting
the company with an ultimatum to grant access or face a ban on services.66 Indonesia
also expressed concern about its inability to monitor BlackBerry communications and
requested that RIM set up local mirror servers to facilitate monitoring.
Some countries have expanded the requirements for Internet users to register with
their real names before gaining access to services. In China, for example, users of some
Web portals, Internet cafés, and mobile phones are required to present identification
before gaining access.67 Forum and chat-room users in South Korea have to register
with their real names, a policy that led Google to disable features on the Koreanlanguage version of YouTube to avoid the requirement.68
Cyber Attacks
Asian countries have also witnessed an increase in cyber attacks targeted at sensitive
time periods, particularly during elections and anniversaries of key events. Burmese
independent media Web sites regularly experience distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks around anniversaries of political protests in the country such as the 2007
Saffron Revolution and the “8888” student uprising.69 On October 25, 2010, two weeks
before the first general elections in Burma since 1990, the primary ISP in the country,
MPT, experienced large-scale DDoS attacks that significantly disrupted inbound and
outbound traffic, rendering the Internet inaccessible.70 The origin of and motivation
behind the attacks remain unclear, but because of the timing there is speculation that
they may be politically motivated. Controversial news site Malaysia Today reportedly
faced a DDoS attack following published articles exposing government corruption.71
In Vietnam, Web sites with content related to political reform hosted both within and
outside of the country as well as dissidents in the country are frequently targets of
DDoS attack.72 For example, in April 2009, coinciding with the 24th anniversary of
the fall of Saigon, the Web site of the Viet Tan, the Vietnam Reform Party, suffered a
large-scale DDoS attack.73
Asian countries also continue to be primary sites for originating cyber attacks. In
particular, a growing number of attacks have been attributed to sources originating
from China, including targeted malware attacks on human rights groups74 and media
organizations,75 and reports of attacks from numerous states such as Australia,76
Japan,77 Pakistan,78 South Korea,79 the United Kingdom,80 and the United States.81
Directly attributing any of these actions to the Chinese government is difficult, and
the level of attacks sourced to the country should also be viewed within the context
of China’s growing Internet population, which is the biggest in the world.
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Conclusion
While important variations exist across Asia, a trend of increasing controls in the
context of growing connectivity is emerging in the region as a whole. This trend has
not been limited to authoritarian countries. On the one hand, Burma, China, and
Vietnam continue to expand and strengthen pervasive regimes of Internet controls,
while on the other, South Korea imposes more restraints on the freedom of online
speech than most other democracies, and Indonesia has begun to develop content
controls for online pornographic material. This emerging trend reflects growing concerns over online content among governments in Asia as they struggle to balance
the growth of information communication technologies with their interests of maintaining social stability and national security, as well as sustaining cultural values.
Both increasing connectivity and growing Internet controls have given rise to contestation over Asian cyberspace among different actors. Civil society actors, including
netizens and activists, continue to use the Internet as a medium to broadcast their messages and to mobilize, organize, and resist state policies, while private actors struggle
with obligations to governments in monitoring and filtering those very messages and
forums of resistance. In India, such controls have tended to expand online civil society
activism, while in Indonesia, a vibrant civil society including bloggers, media associations, women, and minority groups stands ready to challenge the imposition of regulations that could restrict online content freedoms.82 In China, opposition from domestic
and foreign PC makers as well as protests from angry netizens led the government to
delay the “Green Dam” filtering program’s installation in new computers.83 At the same
time, following a series of cyber attacks on its infrastructure and on e-mails of Chinese
human rights activists, Google publicly challenged the country’s filtering regime when
it announced it would no longer comply with such regulations.84
Citizens also compete with one another over the shape of cyberspace. In Bangladesh, the promotion of an “Everyone Draw Mohammed Day” on Facebook gave rise
to thousands of Bangladeshis protesting the social networking site and demanding an
immediate ban, while other groups took to the streets after the country’s telecommunication regulatory commission placed a temporary block on the Web site.85 Other
actors have sought to shape the Internet through cyber attacks that target opposition
groups or forums for dissenting netizens. In Vietnam, cyber attacks on dissident groups
and movements occur regularly, with the recent Vulcanbot and Vecebot botnets representing increasing sophistication of attacks.86 There is some evidence that the perpetrators of the attacks are a pro–Vietnamese Communist Party hacking group
concerned with reactionary online content.87 In Burma, opposition media have seen
a rise of cyber attacks on their Web sites, particularly on politically sensitive dates.
Though some suspect such attacks to be state sanctioned, a lack of evidence makes
state attribution difficult. Nonetheless, these attacks are consistent with the government’s interest in strengthening Internet controls.
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As states continue to promote information communication technologies and more
citizens become connected to the Internet, netizens across the region may see a continuing rise of Internet controls. The contest over Asian cyberspace is expected to
continue to intensify as actors with divergent interests compete with one another and
vie for influence to shape the domain.
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